
 

UDI Planning Committee Summary 
Meeting Date & Time : October 8, 2019, 3:30pm – 5:00pm  Location : UDI-ER Boardroom (#324, 10113 -104 Street) 
Attendees: Michaela Davis (Chair) Salima Kheraj, Laurie Scott, Russell Dauk, Courtney Jensen, Shane Gerein, Elise 
Shillington, Omar Abdel-Jabbar, Blaydon Dibben,  
Regrets: Chris Nicholas. 
  

Last 
Update 

Initiated Priorities 2019  

As 
below 

Sept/18 LDA Review & Urban Form Business Transformation  

 Sept/18 Statutory Plans  
 Sept/18 Land Use Bylaw Updates - Zoning  
 Sept/18 Inclusionary Housing  
 Sept/18 Density Targets & EMRB  
    

1. City Plan – COE Kalen Anderson <kalen.anderson@edmonton.ca> & Michael Strong <michael.strong@edmonton.ca> 

Discussion: City Plan  
Land use plan was further explained 
City plan will be based on expanding and densifying “nodes and corridors” 
“Districts” will be identified.  Committee asked if density requirements could be shifted throughout the larger districts so as to 
avoid density requirements in unsuitable areas (ie big lake with no public transit). 
Some ARPs and older plans will be retired.  Support from industry on retiring some of these plans in the way of a letter would be 
helpful.   
Draft “Policies” were distributed and comments should be provided on wording and possibly policy changes. 
How is the energy transition plan going to be incorporated as the current goals of the city still do not meet the requirements? 
UDI posed the question of – Why not implement The Plan and make the rest of them work around it? 
Action: see attached presentation and documents 
Discussion after the city left was to set up a meeting with the Mayor – always look at it from the perspective of when the market 
is both good and bad. 

2. Review 2020 priorities – All Committee Meeting 

Discussion:  See attached emails for All Committee Meeting 

Action:  PLEASE review attached emails and let us know what we should look at for the upcoming year and how we can make 
things more efficient!  
 

 

3. Review Last Meeting Summary 

Discussion: As previously attached 
Action:  

4. Signage Letter 
Discussion: as attached 
Action: Advise what action we would like to take of any. 
Advise anyone else it pertains to.  

5. Next Meeting  November 12/19 
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Draft    
City Plan Concept

1

The draft City Plan concept 

spatially represents the intrinsic 

link between transportation, 

growth, employment and 

ecological networks. Through 

modelling we can understand 

how these networks respond to 

one another, identify influencing 

variables, and observe outcomes. 

The City Plan concept identifies 

the essential networks Edmonton 

needs to strategically manage 

and invest in to sustain a liveable 

city while attracting and retaining 

the next one million residents  

to Edmonton.

PLANNING DISTRICTS
The City Plan concept directs all future development to 

occur within Edmonton’s current boundary. This growth is 

managed through a district-level planning approach. Districts 

will connect multiple neighbourhoods and aim to establish a 

stronger sense of community and shared purpose, as well 

as an ability for Edmontonians to be able to live more locally. 

Thinking at this scale offers better integration of land use, 

mobility, economy, ecology and services for people.

NODES AND CORRIDORS
Future growth within Edmonton’s boundary will be 

concentrated within a network of nodes and corridors.  

A network of nodes and corridors will provide the necessary 

structure to enable increased density, improve urban design, 

direct future (re)investment and manage ongoing change in 

support of greater community equity, opportunity  

and connectedness. 

MOBILITY NETWORK
The City Plan concept directs the development of an evolved 

mass transit mobility network to connect and appropriately 

reflect the needs of a city of two million people. The Mass 

Transit Network incorporates and builds on the existing and 

future LRT network as well as the bus network redesign to 

provide a city-wide efficient system of public transport.  

The network offers more service to more people, connecting 

where people live with employment options, recreation and 

community opportunities. As major destinations for people 

and jobs, primary nodes and corridors 2 will be connected via 
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higher-order transit service coupled with an emphasis on 

local walkability and cycling connectivity. As well, key regional 

connections to surrounding municipalities are maintained and 

strengthened to support the future flow of people, goods  

and services.

EMPLOYMENT
Population, business and employment growth are focused 

at important development nodes and along key corridors 

providing greater availability and diversity of opportunities 

across the city. Older industrial and employment areas will 

be adapted to accommodate greater intensity along their 

edges and newer areas of the city strategically activate 

over time. Advanced education, research, and technical 

institutions located within and connected to Edmonton’s 

expanded citycentre are identified as an Innovation Corridor. 

The purpose of this corridor is to leverage its existing 

collective capacity, creativity and strength to advance the 

diversification and resilience of Edmonton’s knowledge-

based economy (e.g. health, technology, business and 

government) with an emphasis on high quality development 

public realm, amenities and service.

ECOLOGICAL NETWORK
Foundational to The City Plan will be the preservation 

of the North Saskatchewan River Valley and expansion 

of the ecological network of open spaces and corridors 

in Edmonton. The draft concept proposes strategic 

reconnection and restoration of key riparian areas (e.g. Mill 

Creek ravine), a massive increase in Edmonton’s urban tree 

canopy as our city grows, naturalization of transportation, 

pipeline and utility corridors, and a district-level planning 

and design approach that creates an integrated system 

of multi-functional open spaces and corridors. Combined, 

these strategies will enhance Edmonton’s ecological health, 

biodiversity, community well-being and long-term livability.

D R A F T  C I T Y  P L A N  C O N C E P T  |  A T T A C H M E N T  2
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Draft City Plan Concept

D R A F T  C I T Y  P L A N  C O N C E P T  |  A T T A C H M E N T  2
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These maps are draft and subject to further refinement in preparation of The City Plan.
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Draft Mass Transit Network

City-Wide Rapid Network: Mass Transit 
service that provides city-wide, rapid 
mobility. This network serves as the 
“backbone” public transport network 
for the city. Building on the approved 
LRT network, it creates city-wide mass 
transit circuitry connecting all quadrants 
of the city via rapid and efficient routes. 

Frequent-Rapid Network: Mass Transit 
service that creates district level 
connections allowing frequent and rapid 
mobility within districts. This network 
plays a critical supporting role to the 
City-Wide Rapid Network by connecting 
directly to it and further enabling cross-
city travel via public transport. 

D R A F T  C I T Y  P L A N  C O N C E P T  |  A T T A C H M E N T  2

These maps are draft and subject to further refinement in preparation of The City Plan.
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Draft Green Network

D R A F T  C I T Y  P L A N  C O N C E P T  |  A T T A C H M E N T  2

North Saskatchewan River Valley and 
Ravine System: The environmental 
protection area, interspersed with 
recreation and celebration oriented 
parks, that encompasses the North 
Saskatchewan River and its tributaries.

Major Recreation Park: Parks designed 
with multifunctional amenities and 
unique features, serving residents at the 
regional, city-wide and district level. 

Urban Greenway: Enhanced landscaping 
along transportation routes to improve 
the human environment and facilitate 
the movement of other species.

Habitat Greenway: Naturalized or 
restored corridors which support 
ecological connectivity from district 
ecological habitats to major ecological 
connections.

Major Ecological Connections:  
City and regional-scale ecological 
network linkages.

N

These maps are draft and subject to further refinement in preparation of The City Plan.
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Draft Nodes and Corridors

D R A F T  C I T Y  P L A N  C O N C E P T  |  A T T A C H M E N T  2

 City Centre Node: The business, cultural, 
and mixed-use residential hub of the 
city and metropolitan region, comprised 
of a wide variety of land uses and 
destinations at high densities. 

Major Nodes: Major mixed-use 
destinations and urban communities 
which function as dense residential areas 
and employment hubs featuring large 
institutions, strategically located to serve 
broad catchment areas within the city 
and metropolitan region. 

District Nodes: Urban village centres 
for their District, with a variety of 
services (commercial, recreation, etc.) 
being provided. These nodes have a mix 
of housing types. They are generally 
medium-density with opportunity for 
more density in some locations such as by 
transit stations.

Primary Corridors: The largest, most 
vibrant, and most prominent urban 
streets in the city and region. They serve 
as destinations in and of themselves, but 
also provide critical connections between 
nodes, the rest of the city, and the region. 

 Secondary Corridors: Vibrant streets 
smaller in scale to Primary Corridors 
and with a more residential character, 
some commercial clusters, and 
local destinations for surrounding 
communities.

City Entrances: Strategic locations along 
Edmonton’s border that serves as a 
welcome to visitors through the provision 
of a high-quality public realm.
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These maps are draft and subject to further refinement in preparation of The City Plan.
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Draft Non-Residential Opportunities

N

Innovation Corridor: A continuous, 
mass transit-supported corridor link 
tying together key academic, health and 
innovation hubs to focus and expand 
Edmonton’s research-based and high-
tech employment sector. It thrives in 
large part due to an environment where 
innovation, entrepreneurship, the arts, 
creativity and vibrant urban life intersect.

Ongoing Non-Residential Reinvestment 
Opportunities: Current non-residential 
areas located throughout Edmonton that 
are comprised of a mix of non-residential 
uses.

New Non-Residential Opportunities: 
Newly identified non-residential areas 
located throughout Edmonton that are 
comprised of a mix of non-residential 
uses.

Residential / Agricultural Development: 
Area designated for the conservation 
and support of agricultural lands and 
operations in conjunction with residential 
development. The precise boundaries 
of these areas need to be confirmed 
through the Regional Agriculture Master 
Plan process which is currently underway 
and is being led by the Edmonton 
Metropolitan Region Board. It is slated to 
be complete by mid-2020.  

Non-Residential / Agricultural 
Development: Area designated for the 
conservation and support of agricultural 
lands and operations in conjunction 
with non-residential development. The 
precise boundaries of these areas need 
to be confirmed through the Regional 
Agriculture Master Plan process which 
is currently underway and is being led by 
the Edmonton Metropolitan Region Board. 
It is slated to be complete by mid-2020.  

N

D R A F T  C I T Y  P L A N  C O N C E P T  |  A T T A C H M E N T  2

These maps are draft and subject to further refinement in preparation of The City Plan.



Expected Results    
of Draft City Plan Concept
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Save more than 5,000 hectares 
of land from development by 
containing growth within  
Edmonton’s current urban boundary 
and developing more efficiently.

Actively support redevelopment 
to enable more than 50% of 
new population growth to occur 
within already-established areas 
of the city.Growing in a business-as-usual manner would mean that 

Edmonton’s current boundary is only able to accommodate 
1.8 million people, meaning that additional annexations would 
be required to include 2 million within Edmonton’s borders. By 
strategically allocating density and increasing the proportion 
of growth occurring through redevelopment, Edmonton will 
be able to easily accommodate a population of 2 million within 
its current boundary, thereby saving an estimated 5000 
hectares of land from development.

The draft concept welcomes an additional half a million 
Edmontonians within Edmonton’s current mature and 
established areas. The proposed approach to residential 
and employment intensification will allow Edmonton to 
accommodate more than 50% of its overall population growth 
through redevelopment over the lifespan of the City Plan as 
Edmonton grows to 2 million residents.

 

Increase the number of  
daily walking, cycling and public 
transit trips by 50% as compared to 
business-as-usual growth patterns.

As Edmonton’s population doubles, the number of trips that 

future Edmontonians will carry out will also increase. Through 

the coordination of mass transit and urbanized nodes and 

corridors that accommodate greater density and diversity, the 

recommended land use concept can accommodate more people 

within the current boundary while maximizing the number of 

non-auto trips when compared to a traditional growth pattern 

(or business-as-usual). As a result, the recommended land use 

concept creates the opportunity for 50% more daily trips to be 

undertaken through cycling, walking and transit.



Improve Edmonton’s long term 
fiscal performance as compared 
to business-as-usual  
growth pattern.

Reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions by 6% per person 
over today through investment 
in mass transit and a more 
compact urban form.

Attract and retain an additional one 
million people to Edmonton.

A city’s long term fiscal outlook factors in both costs and revenues, 

and the combined effect of the two measures is known as ‘fiscal 

efficiency.’ Based on interim results of the ongoing technical 

analysis, it is reasonable to project that the fiscal efficiency of 

the recommended land use concept will likely outperform that of 

Edmonton’s business-as-usual growth pattern. This is primarily 

achieved through urban intensification and a shift in the mix 

of residential unit types, which would result in increased tax 

assessment revenues.

The growth pattern in the recommended land use concept 

enables residents to live more compactly and make shorter 

trips by non-automobile transportation. This increase in 

medium and high density housing in the nodes and corridors 

growth areas and the associated reduction in the number 

of kilometres travelled by car leads to an 6% per person 

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared to today. 

Additionally there are a number of energy reducing actions 

beyond land use and transportation that must take place to 

put Edmonton on a low carbon path. These actions involve 

the City but may also require private sector partnerships, 

participation from the community, and cooperation with 

other levels of government. If these are advanced, in addition 

to transportation and land use changes, the preferred growth 

concept would achieve an 91% reduction in per person 

greenhouse gas emissions overall as compared to today.

The doubling of Edmonton’s population is not an outcome that 

can be expected to passively occur; Edmonton will have to 

work hard in a competitive global market to attract and retain 

new residents and ongoing investment. Projections forecast an 

aging population which will affect the proportion of working-

age residents in Edmonton. Additionally, the volatility of the 

oil industry creates employment uncertainty over the long 

term. Attracting and retaining new residents will be integral 

to Edmonton’s growth to a population of 2 million and the 

realization of the draft City Plan concept.

9
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Organizing Structure   
of The City Plan

1

The City Plan policy structure 

has been specifically designed 

to advance the vision, guiding 

principle and four strategic goals 

of ConnectEdmonton: Edmonton’s 

Strategic Plan. It is also designed 

to address how people experience 

and engage with their city. Figure 

1 depicts how The City Plan will be 

organized and fits in with the larger 

Edmonton Strategic framework.
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Figure 1. City Plan Alignment and Structure 
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SIX 
Guiding Values

TWENTY FOUR 
City Building Outcomes

 
City Plan Policy

City Plan Policy Six guiding values were identified by 

Edmontonians to articulate how they want to experience their 

future city. These guiding values, aligned with Council’s four 

goals, established twenty-four city building outcomes. 

A city building outcome describes the conditions that 

will emerge in Edmonton’s future when the four goals 

of Healthy City, Urban Places, Regional Prosperity and 

Climate Resilience are realized and consider the values and 

desired experiences of residents.

Describes what will be done to achieve and support the City 

Building Outcomes through specific intentions and directions. 

 
INTENTIONS
Intentions are statements of what the city of Edmonton 

needs to accomplish in order to achieve a city building 

outcome on an ongoing or transformational basis. For each 

intention, a subsequent series of directions will describe as to 

how it is to be accomplished. 

DIRECTIONS
Directions will provide more detail on a particular issue 

or situation at the city-wide or district area level. They 

contribute to the fulfillment of a particular intention, 

and at the same time provide greater levels of precision, 

enable levers for change, and indicate possible measures, 

benchmarks or targets to achieve. Directions are the last level 

of detail within The City Plan and are currently in development 

for fall public circulation and refinement.

O R G A N I Z I N G  S T R U C T U R E  O F  T H E  C I T Y  P L A N  |  A T T A C H M E N T  3
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FIVE 
Big City Moves
Big City Moves are bold and visionary. They coordinate 

the directions that will help advance specific city-building 

outcomes. They are transformational, rooted in our local 

context and responsive to evolving social, economic and 

environmental conditions. 

The City Plan’s intentions and directions will help maintain 

and sustain those essential elements of our city valued by 

Edmontonians (e.g. clean air, protection of the River Valley, 

livable communities) while at the same time help achieve the 

big city moves necessary to transform Edmonton to  

two million. 

GREENER AS WE GROW 
is about creating a city that is dedicated to preserving and protecting the 
environment through good design and conscious development decisions. 

A REBUILDABLE CITY 
is about working with what we have today and continuously adapting and re-imagining our built 
environment to meet the needs of the future. Edmonton actively enables redevelopment. 

A COMMUNITY OF COMMUNITIES 
is about building connections to welcome new residents and developing 
housing, recreation and employment centres that are within reach. 

INCLUSIVE AND COMPASSIONATE 
is city-making that supports human-centred design where people of all 
ages, backgrounds and abilities can not only survive, but thrive. 

CATALYZE AND CONVERGE 
is about developing new physical and economic opportunities 
for ideas, talent and investment to come together.

Five big city moves have been created through  public 

engagement and stakeholder feedback, consultation with 

internal City staff and leadership, research into current 

trends, and integrated technical expertise. These draw upon 

Edmonton’s underlying strengths and support community 

transformation in response to the guiding values and desired 

city-building outcomes established. The five Big City Moves, 

identified below, will direct Edmonton’s growth in a way that 

makes priority-setting intentional:

This approach will provide continued momentum for previous 

Council decisions and community commitments, reflect the 

values and desired city-building outcomes of Edmontonians, 

and set a strategic course for our city for years to come.

O R G A N I Z I N G  S T R U C T U R E  O F  T H E  C I T Y  P L A N  |  A T T A C H M E N T  3



City Plan Policy for Circulation 
October 2, 2019 

1.0 I want to BELONG and contribute. 

1.1 Edmonton fosters wellness and mental health by 
providing opportunities for all people to engage in community 
life and supporting those who are isolated or marginalized. 

1.1.1 Promote personal and community wellness and connection through 
inclusive and welcoming neighbourhood places. 

● Establish basic amenities throughout the city for people experiencing 
homelessness. 

● Design Edmonton's open space network to encompass wellness, celebration and 
ecology. 

● Participate in Joint Use Agreements with school boards to deliver educational 
spaces and community facilities that meet the needs of Edmontonians. 

● Encourage healthy and active living by supporting neighborhood-focused 
recreational, leisure, social and cultural programs. 

● Develop and animate vibrant community hubs. 
 

1.1.2 Ensure that newcomers to Edmonton feel welcome and well 
supported. 

● Provide clear and accessible communication about city spaces, programs and 
services. 

● Build the skills, capacity, and technical expertise of City administration and 
partners to address institutionalized/systemic racism and historic trauma in their 
work and practice. 

● Maintain, enhance existing, and identify new multicultural facilities to provide 
diverse cultural and social opportunities. 
 

1.1.3 Promote opportunity, equality and personal safety for women, girls 
and gender minorities in Edmonton. 

● Create safe opportunities for women, girls and gender minorities to meet, 
connect, participate in and enjoy community and civic life. 

● Participate in multilateral efforts to develop and implement an action plan to 
address violence against Indigenous women, girls and gender minorities. 



● Apply a Gender-Based Analysis Plus (GBA+) equity lens in the design and 
application of city policy, programs and services. 

● Partner with community organizations to prevent gender-based violence and 
support those impacted by it.  

● Encourage women, girls and gender minorities community to participate and 
engage in municipal mentorship, leadership, and governance opportunities. 

 

1.1.4 Ensure seniors have access to services and amenities that support a 
high quality of life. 

● Improve access to equitable, appropriate and culturally relevant amenities and 
facilities for seniors. 

● Build relationships and partner with seniors associations to design and deliver 
sustainable services and programming. 

● Integrate age friendly design strategies and connect seniors to reduce barriers 
and create space. 

1.2 Edmontonians can connect, be active in their community, 
and celebrate Edmonton’s heritage, diversity, and unique 
identity. 

1.2.1 Promote active communities through the design of diverse, 
welcoming and playful public places. 

● Create public places to provide cognitive and physical interest, allowing users to 
test boundaries, take risks, and confidently navigate local environments. 

● Design spaces to transform and encourage interaction with local materials, 
weather, and infrastructure. 

● Encourage temporary, informal and seasonal use and activation of public space.  

1.2.2 Ensure vibrant and inclusive communities where children, youth and 
families can live, learn, and grow together. 

● Incorporate the needs of children and youth into the planning and programs that 
serve and impact them and those around them including district based amenities 
that can be easily accessed.  

● Design open space and play space to accommodate intergenerational use. 
● Enable quality child care and child care facilities in a broader range of locations 

throughout the City. 
● Encourage medium and high density residential development that serves 

households above the average Edmonton household size. 
 



1.2.3 Promote the unique history, culture and identity that define 
Edmonton. 

● Acknowledge Treaty Six and recognize the First Nation, Metis and Inuit peoples 
and their connection to this land. 

● Develop opportunities for public education and storytelling on the contributions of 
Indigenous peoples, their culture and history. 

● Facilitate programs and services that preserve, document and celebrate the 
City’s unique heritage. 

● Exchange of ideas and expertise between Edmonton’s arts, heritage and cultural 
communities. 

● Encourage development that celebrates and enhances Edmonton’s urban 
experience and unique city image. 

 

1.3 Edmonton’s city design fosters a sense of place by 
celebrating our unique attributes, diversity and opportunities 
within the region. 

1.3.1 Support and celebrate the distinct communities that contribute to 
Edmonton, its quality of life and unique sense of place. 

● Demonstrate reconciliation by preserving meaningful Indigenous sites and using 
commemorative naming practices. 

● Establish distinct districts where life, work and play intersect (see Map xx). 
● Facilitate more options for travel around and within communities. 
● Provide easy opportunities for people to connect to and experience natural 

spaces and amenities within their communities. 
● Provide diverse design and development opportunities city wide. 

 

1.3.2 Support Edmonton's identity as a winter city through its 
infrastructure, design, events and economy. 

● Celebrate our winter identity through the arts, events, storytelling, and inspired 
winter design. 

● Increase opportunities for Edmontonians to be physical active throughout all 
seasons 

● Encourage winter events, activities and festivals through community and 
business partnership. 

● Establish opportunities to activate open spaces, neighbourhood commercial 
centres, and mainstreets in all seasons. 

● Advance winter city design and development of built form, public realm and open 
space. 



1.3.3 Support the elimination of poverty, its root causes and disparity in 
Edmonton's communities. 

● Partner with organizations, agencies and private sector leaders in the collective 
effort to end poverty and homelessness in Edmonton. 

● Consider the equity impacts of policies, programs, public services, investment 
and infrastructure delivery. 

● Work to protect Edmonton’s relative affordability advantage. 
● Transition low income neighbourhoods into mixed income and mixed-use 

communities. 
● Prioritize public transit investments and operation in areas where people are 

experiencing vulnerability.  

1.4 Edmontonians demonstrate shared leadership as 
stewards of the environment. 

1.4.1 Support Edmontonians' transition to a low carbon future in their daily 
lives. 

● Encourage zero emission residential and non-residential development. 
● Encourage energy efficient redevelopment and retrofits. 
● Develop and deliver energy efficient infrastructure and mass transit.  
● Provide supports for residents, organizations and businesses to reduce energy 

use and greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to climate change. 
● Enable active transportation through neighbourhood design that is permeable, 

fine-grained, adaptable and enables future intensification.  
 

1.4.2 Ensure Edmonton's air, land and water is safe and clean. 

● Protect, maintain and enhance a system of conserved natural areas within a 
functioning and interconnected ecological network. 

● Protect, maintain and enhance the water quality of water bodies within the City of 
Edmonton. 

● Work with regional partners to effectively manage, monitor and communicate air 
and water quality to protect human and ecosystem health  

● Restore ecologically degraded networks and natural areas. 
● Repair and restore the urban environment for human and ecosystem health. 

  



2.0 I want to LIVE in a place that feels like home. 

2.1 Edmontonians feel safe and secure in their communities 
and benefit from public spaces and infrastructure that 
support health and wellbeing. 

2.1.1 Ensure that publicly accessible spaces and facilities are designed 
and maintained for the year-round safety, security and barrier-free 
accessibility of all users. 

● Prioritize accessibility improvements for North Saskatchewan River Valley and 
Ravine System, to nodes and corridors. 

● Design, maintain and operate public infrastructure to facilitate movement and 
accessibility for all users in all seasons. 

● Provide legible and intuitive wayfinding to create welcoming places and improve 
navigation for Edmontonians and visitors. 

● Provide barrier-free access to City activities, parks and recreation programs.  
● Develop and retrofit publicly accessible spaces and facilities to incorporate safe 

access for all Edmontonians. 
 

2.1.2 Support the physical and mental health of Edmontonians by 
integrating housing, services, amenities and natural systems with active 
transportation networks.  

● Establish practice to incorporate health into strategy, planning and design of the 
built environment. 

● Provide clear, direct active transportation connections between community 
facilities, neighbourhoods, and the North Saskatchewan River Valley and Ravine 
System that are safe, comfortable, easily navigated by all users. 

● Integrate housing, amenities, and services with active transportation. 
● Manage the impacts of excessive noise. 

 

2.1.3 Ensure the responsible management of contaminated sites to 
protect public health and the environment. 

 
● Require investigation of potentially contaminated sites and where necessary 

require remediation to ensure site suitability. 



2.1.4 Ensure that urban development occurs in an orderly and safe 
manner in relation to heavy industry, railway corridors, utilities and utility 
corridors, and oil and gas facilities and pipelines. 

● Apply relevant provincial legislation and City policies regarding oil and gas 
facilities including sour gas facilities and the associated setback and referral 
requirements.  

● Require adequate buffers, separation distances and effective transition zones 
between heavy industry, oil and gas facilities, pipelines, railway corridors, utilities, 
utility corridors and incompatible uses through a risk management approach, 
including, but not limited to, significant regional land uses as identified in the 
Edmonton Metropolitan Growth Plan, in accordance with accepted leading 
industry standards. 

● Require the proponent of urban development to identify and clearly indicate the 
location of existing oil and gas facilities at time of ASP, NSP, rezoning, 
subdivision, and Development Permit application. 

● Participate in the planning and maintenance of regional energy corridors in 
collaboration with regional partners, agencies and the Government of Alberta. 

● Maintain the integrity of existing oil and gas pipelines and utility corridors while 
planning for safety, urban growth and development. 
 

2.2 Edmontonians have the ability to live locally, with access 
to diverse and affordable housing options in communities 
that support their daily needs. 

2.2.1 Ensure compact, mixed use communities that support equitable 
access to employment, education and amenities. 

● Design and renew street layouts that facilitate intensification and walkability. 
● Deploy District Planning to design for physical and social systems. 
● Develop a mix of housing in proximity to existing school and institutional facilities 

and infrastructure. 
● Increase and maintain open spaces and/or high quality public amenities as 

density increases. 
● Undertake proactive measures to anticipate, avoid and mitigate displacement of 

vulnerable populations and increase affordable housing as development occurs. 
● Use City authority in the provision of municipal reserve and conservation reserve 

to increase open space. 
● Facilitate housing and job growth and intensification within nodes and corridors. 

 
 



2.2.2 Ensure diverse and affordable housing options in all neighbourhoods 
to support social equity and meet the housing needs of all Edmontonians. 

● Mitigate net loss of affordable housing units in redevelopment projects. 
● Review continually regulatory and procedural improvement of affordable housing 

in all neighbourhoods. 
● Prioritize affordable housing investment in nodes and along corridors integrated 

with mass transit. 
● Participate with other regional municipalities in planning to meet regional 

affordable housing needs within the context of the Edmonton Metropolitan 
Region Growth Plan. 

● Increase accessibility of social supports and resources including safe, clean and 
affordable housing options for the urban Indigenous population. 

 

2.2.3 Ensure that walkable and attractive mixed use development occurs 
at nodes and along corridors in a manner that is integrated with accessible 
mass transit. 

● Implement a mass transit network to catalyze and service the network of nodes 
and corridors (refer to Map XX - shows mass transit network and nodes and 
corridors). 

● Preserve and strengthen the role of Centre City as Edmonton’s principal 
employment and residential Node, regional economic and mobility hub, urban 
and traditional meeting place and celebration space. 

● Plan, invest and support a range of nodes and corridors across the city (as 
depicted in Map XX) to enhance equitable access to amenities and public 
services, and to reinforce the connection between transit investments and 
compact development. 

● Facilitate existing and new small-scale neighbourhood commercial centres to 
operate as Local Nodes, providing community focal points for jobs, retail, 
services, and community gathering spaces, and opportunities to cluster housing. 

● Prioritize investment in the public realm at nodes and along corridors to be high 
quality and well maintained. 

2.3 Edmonton’s growth and development mutually benefit 
both the city and region. 

2.3.1 Promote opportunities to accommodate growth through the compact 
development of new and existing neighbourhoods.  

● Identify opportunities and facilitate redevelopment and intensification of industrial 
and commercial uses in established industrial areas. 

● Encourage redevelopment and residential infill that contributes to the livability 
and adaptability of city districts. 



● Maintain Edmonton’s key role in the Edmonton Metropolitan Region as a centre 
for innovation, wealth creation and business and employment opportunities. 

● Prioritize and sequence infrastructure upgrades to leverage existing 
infrastructure and proposed development. 

● Align infrastructure planning, investment and partnerships to develop nodes and 
corridors as outlined in Section XX Phasing and Implementation and Map XX.  
 

2.3.2 Ensure that growth is managed with regard to long term fiscal 
impacts and full lifecycle costs of infrastructure and services. 

● Align budgets and asset management with City Building Outcomes. 
● Identify infrastructure and servicing obligations related to the development of 

neighbourhoods to ensure complete communities. 
● Require existing growth area population thresholds are met and a contiguous 

land use pattern is followed prior to the preparation of Area Structure Plans in 
new growth areas. 

● Maximize the efficiency of the existing transportation network through holistic 
analysis of system capacity before adding new roadway transportation 
infrastructure serving automobiles. 

● Preserve land to serve major transportation investments for Edmonton and the 
region.  

● Integrate climate change and resilience into infrastructure design, planning and 
maintenance.  

2.3.3 Promote gathering spaces for culture, sports, recreation and 
entertainment opportunities to support both formal and informal uses. 

● Host major events and a wide range of signature and community festivals in 
partnership with community organizations. 

● Collaborate with regional neighbours to identify opportunities for shared 
investment in recreation services. 

● Distribute and supply open space across Edmonton at the community, district, 
and metropolitan level, and prioritize underserved and high growth areas for 
acquisition, development and improvement. 

● Provide gathering and event spaces for hosting Indigenous cultural and 
ceremonial practices.  

● Animate open spaces and natural areas at all scales through programming, 
activities and events that encourage daily and all-season use. 



2.4 Edmonton is a leader in efficient, sustainable and 
resilient community design, development and living. 

2.4.1 Support ecological function and energy efficiency through the design 
of Edmonton’s infrastructure, buildings and neighbourhoods. 

● Through relationship building, integrate Indigneous values and knowledge with 
environmental management and stewardship practices to enhance 
environmental protection. 

● Preserve and restore natural areas and connections in planning the development 
and redevelopment of neighbourhoods. 

● Invest in conserving high value ecological areas. 
● Integrate nature into the built environment through urban and landscape design. 
● Adopt and enforce standards and guidelines in support of energy efficient 

buildings and infrastructure. 
 

2.4.2 Ensure civic infrastructure and physical systems are sustainable and 
resilient.  

● Mitigate climate change impact on existing City assets, maintenance, retrofits, 
and new infrastructure developments. 

● Enable emerging energy distribution and generation systems. 
● Encourage and support new mobility technologies that compliment active modes 

and transit. 
● Manage roadways as a public asset to optimize benefits for the whole community 

and all users. 
● Enable green infrastructure and low impact development solutions. 

  



3.0 I want opportunities to THRIVE. 

3.1 Edmontonians acknowledge and celebrate Indigenous 
heritage while honouring the diverse cultures, perspectives 
and experiences residents bring from around the world. 

3.1.1 Support the ability of First Nations, Metis and Inuit peoples to 
celebrate, grow and flourish. 

● Commemorate Indigenous history and culture through the planning and design of 
civic spaces. 

● Include representatives of diverse communities in city building processes. 
● Integrate the perspectives of Indigenous peoples through community 

engagement and reduce barriers to participation. 
● Encourage Indigenous led projects, programs, events and services. 
● Improve Indigenous safety by creating community supports and educating 

service providers on Indigenous culture and history.  
 

3.1.2 Support equity among the diverse communities that contribute to 
Edmonton’s sense of place, wellness and identity. 

● Address racism and discrimination in Edmonton. 
● Embrace multicultural activities and events. 
● Continue to respond to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to 

Action that reference municipal governments including adopting the United 
Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous People as a framework for 
reconciliation. 

 

3.1.3 Support access to employment and a broad range of economic 
opportunities for all of Edmonton's diverse communities. 

● Reduce barriers for local businesses and producers to provide city goods and 
services. 

● Celebrate successful entrepreneurs and business organizations from across 
Edmonton’s diverse communities. 

● Partner with government and industry to reduce barriers to education, 
employment and business opportunities for Indigenous people. 

● Partner with organizations that promote and support equity and entrepreneurship 
in the community. 

● Develop regulations and processes that are efficient, streamlined and easily 
understood in order to enhance Edmonton's competitiveness for investors and 
entrepreneurs. 



● Collect and share data with public, institutional and non-profit groups. 
● Encourage social enterprise opportunities and community development 

initiatives.  
 

3.2 Edmonton fosters a vibrant economy by supporting small 
business and attracting skills, talent and investment. 

3.2.1 Ensure that development and public infrastructure is designed to 
support a vibrant local economy and competitive business environment. 

● Embrace innovation by developing an adaptable planning and regulatory 
environment to support emerging industrial and commercial business types and 
operations. 

● Enable growth of new and emerging sectors in Edmonton’s industrial 
neighbourhoods. 

● Partner with local economic development businesses and improvement areas to 
align placemaking initiatives with infrastructure and renewal projects. 

● Require access and visibility for business located adjacent to the construction of 
major infrastructure projects. 

● Continuously adapt public infrastructure to respond to social, economic and 
technological change. 

● Encourage innovative servicing solutions that support the growth and evolution of 
industrial lands. 

 

3.2.2 Promote economic investment and development opportunities in 
coordination with high-quality transit. 

● Encourage opportunities for small business to locate within transit facilities. 
● Provide high-quality transit connectivity between major health, academic, and 

government institutions within the Innovation Corridor to support the 
diversification of Edmonton's knowledge-based economy (See Map XX 
[employment map]). 

● Intensify development within non-residential employment areas supported by 
high-quality transit service. 

● Align City resources and investment to facilitate private development in nodes, 
along transit corridors and near transit centres to facilitate infill and increased 
density. 

3.2.3 Promote the attraction and retention of a highly skilled and talented 
workforce in support of ongoing innovation, investment, and 
entrepreneurship. 

● Leverage industry partnerships to increase collaboration and investment to retain 
and grow Edmonton’s businesses. 



● Invest in amenities, facilities, and infrastructure in new and established industrial 
areas to enhance the opportunities for people within Edmonton’s employment 
centres. 

● Partner with governments and economic development organizations on 
inter-regional and international talent attraction.  

3.3 Edmontonians, entrepreneurs and investors have 
opportunities and supports to grow a diverse and resilient 
economy. 

3.3.1 Support opportunity for local economic and community resilience 
through redevelopment, revitalization and renewal. 

● Partner with community leagues to leverage facilities for new economic 
development opportunities. 

● Align resources and partner with Business Improvement Areas (BIA’s) to attract, 
retain, and expand businesses. 

● Facilitate redevelopment and intensification along edges of existing industrial and 
employment areas to accommodate greater economic diversity and activity. 

● Encourage entrepreneurial opportunities through support for emerging and 
non-traditional workplace locations. 

3.3.2 Promote the continuous improvement, evolution and intensification 
of Edmonton's non-residential lands. 

● Maintain industrial land supply to support the continued growth of this 
employment sector. 

● Redevelop and intensify older industrial lands to optimize use of existing 
infrastructure and accommodate commercial and mixed use where appropriate. 

● Plan new large scale commercial centres to accommodate future intensification 
by incorporating adaptable infrastructure and site design. 

● Partner with industry, institutions and investors to explore opportunities for value 
addition in new and existing sectors. 

● Encourage land reclamation after resource extraction and landfill activities to 
enable subsequent redevelopment for compatible land uses. 

● Increase the supply and connectivity of green space within non-residential areas. 

3.3.3 Ensure the provision of a regional transportation system which 
attracts investment and provides access to businesses throughout the 
region. 

● Collaborate with regional partners to secure investment in transportation 
infrastructure in support of an integrated regional economy.  

● Facilitate efficient connections between different modes of freight at intermodal 
hubs. 



3.4 Edmonton cultivates a diverse economy by embracing 
services and technologies responsive to the impacts of 
climate change. 

3.4.1 Support Edmontonians in building individual and community capacity 
to take action on climate change. 

● Integrate Indigenous values and knowledge with environmental management and 
stewardship to enhance environmental protection. 

● Foster community relationships to build awareness of actions residents and 
businesses can take on climate change. 

3.4.2 Support innovation and private investment in climate resilient 
industries and businesses. 

● Prioritize emerging green research, industry, technology and businesses through 
partnerships, programs, processes and grants. 

● Partner with industry to develop and scale new products that diversify the local 
economy. 

● Encourage businesses to test innovative ideas, products and services in 
Edmonton.  

● Foster Edmonton start-ups that are focused on emissions reduction and climate 
adaptation. 

● Build capacity for Edmonton's businesses to achieve climate resilient and zero 
emissions operations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4.0 I want ACCESS within my city. 

4.1 Edmonton advances equity through access to 
barrier-free spaces, facilities and transportation networks. 

4.1.1 Support inviting and inclusive transportation options for 
Edmontonians of all ages, abilities, and incomes. 

● Design and build high quality, aesthetically pleasing, and user-friendly mass 
transit facilities. 

● Deliver welcoming public facilities and services that are barrier-free, 
child-friendly, age-friendly and universally accessible. 

● Respond to emerging technologies and shared transportation models that reduce 
reliance on private vehicle use. 

● Respond to gaps in mobility services to ensure improved access to high-needs 
areas. 

● Prioritize convenient and safe streets and pedestrian crossings for people.  

4.1.2 Ensure safety of all users in the planning and design of city 
infrastructure, networks and spaces. 

● Require access for public transport, walking and cycling during the construction 
of public and private development. 

● Enhance the design of streets as they are built or renewed to maximize 
connectivity, amenity space and beauty. 

● Design and maintain the mobility system so people are safe and secure.  
● Reduce fatalities and major injuries through engineering, education, 

enforcement, engagement and evaluation. 
● Improve personal, community and neighbourhood safety by co-powering citizens 

to develop solutions.  
● Manage the location and design of new development and redevelopment to allow 

for safe and adequate vehicle access for emergency services. 

4.1.3 Ensure the accessibility of affordable services and amenities to all 
Edmontonians. 

● Provide services and programs which reduce barriers for low-income residents to 
community recreation facilities. 

● Improve affordability of programs and services in collaboration with other orders 
of government, community organizations or citizens’ groups.  

● Connect districts through a diverse range of transportation options. 



4.2 Edmontonians live closer to what they need and are 
supported by walkable communities, active transportation 
networks, and greater connectivity across all travel modes. 

4.2.1 Ensure that transportation investment supports urban intensification 
and diversification. 

● Improve pedestrian and cycling connections between mass transit stops/stations 
and adjacent developments.  

● Enhance the planning and design of active modes and transit networks in 
support of Nodes and Corridors. 

● Adapt City operations, equipment and infrastructure to align with neighbourhood 
densification. 

4.2.2 Ensure a mobility system where people can seamlessly move from 
one travel option to another to conveniently fulfill their daily needs. 

● Develop local mobility hubs and district intermodal opportunities (refer to Map 
xx). 

● Locate Park & Ride facilities near select mass transit stations and transit centers. 
● Connect major destinations, facilities, amenities and services with infrastructure 

for walking, cycling and transit. 
● Integrate mass transit stations with active transportation networks and include 

supportive amenities and end of trip facilities. 
● Design transportation infrastructure that is intuitive, user friendly, and well 

integrated with surrounding land uses. 
● Embrace mobility as a service that integrates transportation navigation and 

payment systems to ensure people can move across the region seamlessly. 
 

4.2.3 Ensure active mode networks that serve a variety of purposes 
including recreation, commuting, transportation and fun. 

● Develop a coordinated network of multi-use trails throughout the city that 
supports active transportation and recreation in connection with Edmonton’s river 
valley, open spaces, habitat corridors and regional connections. 

● Design active transportation networks to meet the standards for barrier free 
design. 

● Develop and maintain safe, high quality cycling infrastructure including 
segregated lanes and facilities. 

● Improve active transportation connections among city and regional destinations, 
neighbourhoods, services and mobility networks. 

● Develop programming initiatives that encourage, educate, and support cycling. 



4.3 Edmonton’s transportation system connects residents 
and businesses, creating opportunities and building 
partnerships throughout the region. 

4.3.1 Ensure that the transportation system enables the efficient 
movement of people and goods within Edmonton and the Metropolitan 
Region. 

● Define a comprehensive network of truck routes to serve goods movement. 
● Accept levels of congestion in different contexts to ensure an efficient use of 

resources. 
● Align transportation infrastructure investment to support non-residential business 

retention and expansion opportunities. 
● Mitigate community, environmental, and safety impacts of goods movement 
● Establish a high-frequent and rapid mass transit network that connects people to 

destinations both city wide and at a district level (See Map XX). 

4.3.2 Promote regional connectivity and shared prosperity through 
coordination, communication and advocacy. 

● Improve connectivity to and from neighbouring municipalities and jurisdictions 
within the Edmonton Metropolitan Region. 

● Strengthen workforce access to employment areas through transit investment.  
● Improve regional connections to Edmonton International Airport through regional 

collaboration, integrated land use transportation planning and connections. 

4.4 Edmontonians benefit from improved public transit and 
high-quality active transportation networks which reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

4.4.1 Ensure that Edmonton's mass transit network contributes to a 
carbon footprint reduction. 

● Transition to a zero carbon emission public transportation system. 



4.4.2 Support a low carbon transportation system. 

● Respond to technological disruption in mobility with innovative pilot projects.  
● Catalyze publicly accessible electric vehicle charging and require new 

developments to be electric vehicle ready. 
● Encourage last kilometer solutions for urban freight in an effort to mitigate 

emissions. 
● Encourage emissions free mode shift options by increasing active transportation 

infrastructure. 

 
 

  



5.0 I want to PRESERVE what matters most. 

5.1 Edmonton protects, expands and improves access to its 
natural systems and open spaces in support of biodiversity 
and the health and enjoyment of all Edmontonians. 

5.1.1 Ensure protection, enhancement, and opportunities for access to 
open space and the river valley and ravine system. 

● Acquire lands within the North Saskatchewan River Valley and Ravine System 
for natural areas protection and open space connectivity. 

● Enhance Edmonton’s open space network to be inclusive and equitably 
accessible through planning and infrastructure improvements. 

5.1.2 Promote the conservation and restoration of natural systems to 
improve ecological connectivity and reduce habitat fragmentation. 

● Expand Edmonton's tree inventory and encourage the retention and 
establishment of diverse native tree species on City and private lands. 

● Protect, manage and integrate natural wetlands into new and existing 
developments as key assets in Edmonton’s ecological network. 

● Encourage the use of the North Saskatchewan River as a regional water corridor 
through communication and amenities. 

● Coordinate protection, restoration and enhancement of the North Saskatchewan 
River Valley and Ravine System through outreach, education and local, regional, 
provincial and federal partnerships. 

● Manage ecological networks and systems to ensure ongoing function and 
long-term sustainability.  

 

5.2 Edmonton protects and enhances its public amenities, 
cultural and built heritage, and urban agriculture for future 
generations. 

5.2.1 Promote Edmonton’s history and encourage a sense of local identity 
by preserving and enhancing heritage resources. 

● Encourage the preservation, designation, maintenance and adaptive reuse of 
historic resources, cultural and natural landscapes. 



● Preserve and enhance unique terminating views and vistas of significant heritage 
buildings and the North Saskatchewan River Valley and Ravine System, and 
create new views and focal points as new development occurs. 

● Collaborate with Indigenous communities to establish a holistic understanding of 
significant cultural landscapes and traditional land use areas on City lands, 
including identifying and preserving meaningful cultural sites. 

● Incorporate local heritage and emerging cultures through place-based storytelling 
and placemaking. 

● Partner with Indigenous communities and cultural groups to name places and 
spaces to be culturally reflective of the diversity of Edmonton. 

5.2.2 Ensure access to fresh, local food by enhancing opportunities for 
urban agriculture. 

● Facilitate urban agricultural activities and protect agricultural operations through 
regulation and programing.  

● Establish partnerships within the region to advocate for and support the 
development of a complete and sustainable food system. 

● Encourage the development of an integrated local food economy through a range 
of activities and amenities including investment in value added food processing, 
local distribution, consumption and disposal. 
 

5.3 Edmonton maintains and invests in regionally significant 
ecological connectivity, natural assets, agricultural lands and 
infrastructure services. 

5.3.1 Support the conservation of agricultural land to reduce its loss and 
fragmentation and contribute to economic development and food security. 

● Attract innovation and investment in urban agricultural intensification  
● Prevent premature fragmentation and conversion of agricultural lands. 
● Cooperate with regional partners to steward agricultural resources and value 

added industries.  
● Further partnerships and strategies to reduce food waste in the Edmonton region 

by redirecting, rescuing and composting surplus food. 

5.3.2 Ensure resource extraction activities are evaluated to avoid and 
mitigate risks and impacts to people and the natural environment. 

● Manage the safe and orderly coexistence of urban development with existing oil 
and gas facilities through the application of relevant Federal, Provincial, and 
Municipal regulations. 

● Protect, for future use, significant deposits of natural resources such as sand and 
gravel, and promote appropriate rehabilitation and reclamation after extraction. 



● Apply design and land use measures to address risk and nuisance factors 
associated with resource extraction, process and reclamation. 

 

5.3.3 Ensure the investment in and maintenance of civic infrastructure and 
ecological assets considers full lifecycle costs and benefits. 

● Increase and maintain ecological function in the development and redevelopment 
of public infrastructure. 

● Develop and evolve open spaces through programs and initiatives that include 
long term maintenance and deliberate enhancement. 

● Establish full cost accounting for natural assets as part of capital planning and 
budgeting. 

● Implement Edmonton’s carbon budget through ongoing development decisions.  

5.4 Edmonton's natural and physical systems provide 
security and resilience against extreme weather events and 
other environmental hazards. 

5.4.1 Ensure the safety and security of Edmonton’s water supply, food 
systems and natural ecosystems to support long term resilience to 
flooding, droughts and extreme weather events. 

● Manage stormwater runoff and improve water quality by ensuring a high standard 
of design at the area, neighbourhood and site level. 

● Improve community flood resilience through ongoing risk management, 
infrastructure planning and operation, financial analysis and stakeholder 
engagement. 

● Manage and protect the watershed and water supply to maintain the quality of 
Edmonton’s drinking water supply. 

● Adapt management practices in response to changes in native and invasive 
species. 

● Sustain and expand Edmonton’s urban forest on public and private lands through 
continued management and protection. 

● Conserve farmland in order to support the long-term viability of the agricultural 
sector, improve food security, and mitigate climate change. 

● Protect Edmonton’s floodway and flood fringe from non-essential development. 
● Design infrastructure, facilities and amenities located in the flood fringe to 

withstand periodic flooding. 

5.4.2 Ensure rapid support to Edmontonians in times of emergency, 
disaster and crisis. 

● Provide support to local and regional communities in times of emergency and 
disaster.  



● Partner with private sector and not for profit organizations to support 
Edmontonians during extreme weather conditions, emergencies, disasters and 
crisis. 

● Develop, manage and participate in early warning systems that help citizens 
respond to emergencies. 
 
 

  



6.0 I want to be able to CREATE and innovate. 

6.1 Edmonton fosters citizen leadership, capacity building 
and co-creation. 

6.1.1 Promote city-building solutions with communities through 
prototyping, partnerships and piloting. 

● Encourage diverse representation of Edmonton's population on advisory boards 
and committees through civic education.  

● Provide opportunities and support early engagement of community members to 
develop programs that effectively respond to their needs and priorities. 

● Partner with Community Leagues, Business Improvement Areas and 
not-for-profit organizations to broaden Edmonton’s collective community 
leadership and capacity. 

● Create opportunities for residents to explore and generate solutions through 
information sharing and open data. 

● Expand programming and encourage flexible use of civic spaces year-round.  
● Use City land, buildings and equipment, to pilot innovative ideas and solutions. 

6.1.2 Promote the retrofit and redevelopment of civic spaces and public 
assets to achieve more people-centered places. 

● Locate and connect open spaces to serve the recreation, cultural and social 
needs at the local, district, and city-wide level.  

● Encourage community-led park development through coordination, planning, and 
design.  

● Activate, for community connection, public rights of way to allow formal and 
informal gathering spaces. 

● Consider commercial opportunities within open spaces and limited amenities 
within select areas of the River Valley and Ravine System year round in a 
manner supportive of its vision and function.  

● Encourage placemaking of underutilized civic space through high quality urban 
design, enhanced amenities and programming. 

● Explore placemaking opportunities and alignment of public art resources as part 
of neighbourhood revitalization and renewal initiatives. 
 
 



6.2 Edmonton is where creative spaces emerge and arts and 
culture flourish. 

6.2.1 Promote the integration of arts and culture into the fabric of the city 
and its communities. 

● Provide and enable a variety of arts programming city-wide. 
● Collaborate with arts and culture communities to design a high quality public 

realm that supports inclusion and belonging.  
● Use public art and heritage interpretation as a tool to tell the story of Edmonton 

and this land. 
● Collaborate with the Edmonton Arts Council to implement and manage the City of 

Edmonton’s public art policies and Civic Art Collection. 
● Integrate public art as a means of activating space, placemaking, and play 

spaces for all ages throughout the city. 
● Acknowledge and commemorate Indigenous history and culture through arts and 

creative enterprises. 
● Partner with institutions and organizations to enhance Edmonton's reputation as 

a centre for creativity, arts and cultural industries. 
 

6.2.2 Promote a well connected, attractive and delightful city through 
beautiful architecture, animation and urban design excellence.  

● Encourage excellence in design through advocacy, education, competitions and 
partnerships. 

● Ensure urban design and wayfinding excellence at major City Entrances (see 
Map XX). 

● Facilitate high quality destinations that are easy to navigate and provide physical 
and community connections. 

● Set and maintain a high standard of design for public and private development. 

6.3 Edmontonians develop and invest in new ideas and 
sectors that contribute locally and are recognized globally. 

6.3.1 Ensure health and academic institutions are leveraged as anchors 
for innovation, entrepreneurship and creativity. 

● Enhance partnerships with post-secondary and health institutions to identify and 
invest in businesses and opportunities for startups and scale ups. 

 
● Collaborate with educational institutions to connect businesses with students and 

researchers to provide access to skills, services, and professional development 
opportunities. 



● Complement Edmonton’s institutions to ensure a highly-skilled, creative, 
innovative and entrepreneurial workforce. 

● Collaborate with diverse public and private sector partners to advance 
Edmonton’s Innovation Corridor (see Map xx). 
 

6.3.2 Support an increasingly diverse and entrepreneurial knowledge 
economy. 

● Attract investment from sectors which require highly skilled and creative workers 
including better access to information. 

● Facilitate opportunities for short-term and temporary creative use of commercial 
spaces through programs and incentives. 

● Embrace innovation and calculated risk-taking in City services, programs, and 
activities related to economic development.  

● Connect data, technology and social innovation to foster creativity and 
productivity. 

6.3.3 Promote partnerships that develop regional opportunities for growth 
and investment. 

● Collaborate with regional partners and organizations to attract a broad range of 
economic investment to the region. 

● Collaborate with our municipal partners regarding shared investment for shared 
benefit within the Edmonton Metropolitan Region with a focus on joint land use 
planning, infrastructure systems and networks, and economic development. 

● Coordinate with regional partners to maximize the economic benefit of the 
Edmonton International Airport. 

● Partner with regional and local economic development agencies to attract new 
global investments of key sectors including: food and agriculture, manufacturing, 
energy, and life science. 
 

6.4 Edmonton uses its economic strength to foster 
innovation, lead new initiatives and strengthen its future 
prosperity. 

6.4.1 Promote economic development opportunities to support energy 
transition. 

● Facilitate programs that support renewable energy, home energy efficiency, and 
commercial building retrofits. 

● Work with higher orders of government to reduce carbon emissions, lower waste 
production, and decreased energy use. 

● Encourage innovation in industry to reduce process energy and reduce carbon 
footprint.  



● Attract and retain clean technology industries to the Edmonton region. 
● Partner with businesses and organizations testing and implementing 

new-to-Edmonton solutions and technologies that support increased climate 
resilience. 

6.4.2 Ensure Edmonton plans for climate change mitigation, adaptation 
and resilience. 

● Align, implement and monitor climate change mitigation and adaptation planning 
to meet local, national, and international commitments.  

● Design, build, operate and retrofit physical systems and assets for climate 
resilience. 
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DRAFT Policy Intentions  

1.0 I want to BELONG and contribute. 
- “Need more specific application for people with disabilities” 
- “What about belonging for those that want to” 
- “What about belonging at a neighbourhood” 
- “Needs to have a point that the City will develop and encourage the 

development of people places that are accessible - parks, community 
facilities, libraries, recreation areas, gathering places, etc.” 

- “Can community leagues reach out to residents to invite to join community 
Recycle groups or walk kids to school group”  

- “For Community Leagues to gather, program-natural supports year-round” 
- “City to provide small facility to all new neighb. as a place” 
- “The CLOG isn’t currently enough.” 
- "How will the City continue to support CL as the population grows so 

rapidly?” 
- “City has forgotten about the NE. It doesn’t feel the same in the NE. What 

you see when you drive up the street- The care isn’t the same, services 
aren’t the same (lights, streets). 97th is a runway” 

1.1 Edmonton fosters wellness and mental health by 
providing opportunities for all people to engage in community 
life and supporting those who are isolated or marginalized. 

1.1.1 Promote personal and community wellness and connection through 
inclusive and welcoming neighbourhood places. 

- “Leverage partnerships” 
- “Through supporting inclusive and welcoming neighbourhood places” 
- “Define “welcoming” 

1.1.2 Ensure that newcomers to Edmonton feel welcome and well 
supported. 

- “Feel welcome, at home, and well supported” 
- “Ensure might be too strong of a word- out of our control” 
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1.1.3 Promote opportunity, equality and personal safety for women, girls 
and gender minorities in Edmonton. 

- “And people with disabilities” 

1.1.4 Ensure seniors have access to services and amenities that support a 
high quality of life. 

- “Ensure seniors have access to local/neighbourhood services” 

1.2 Edmontonians can connect, be active in their community, 
and celebrate Edmonton’s heritage, diversity, and unique 
identity. 

1.2.1 Promote active communities through the design of diverse, 
welcoming and playful public places. 

1.2.2 Ensure vibrant and inclusive communities where children, youth and 
families can live, learn, and grow together. 

- “What are the metrics?”  
- “Perhaps promote vs ensure”  

1.2.3 Promote the unique history, culture and identity that define 
Edmonton. 

- “Especially Indigenous Peoples’ history on this land.”  

1.3 Edmonton’s city design fosters a sense of place by 
celebrating our unique attributes, diversity and opportunities 
within the region. 

- “Sense of place? Where do parks and natural areas fit?!” 

1.3.1 Support and celebrate the distinct communities that contribute to 
Edmonton, its quality of life and unique sense of place. 

- “Celebrate the distinct communities and community leagues that 
contribute…” - recognize C Leagues as unique to Edmonton 
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1.3.2 Support Edmonton's identity as a winter city through its 
infrastructure, design, events and economy. 

- “All elements of design need to consider winter city” 

1.3.3 Support the elimination of poverty, its root causes and disparity in 
Edmonton's communities. 

- “All marginalized people” 
- “Support is not enough - promote” (2 comments) 
- “Maybe belongs in 1.3.3 but not sure” 

1.4 Edmontonians demonstrate shared leadership as 
stewards of the environment. 

- “... And their neighbourhoods” 
- “Statement seems to not go far enough, especially 1.4.2. our water and 

air sources do not originate in Edmonton- difficult to ensure it is safe and 
clean” 

- “Don’t be limited to low carbon- look at other environmental factors” 
- “Support narrative, help bring along journey” 
- “Provide specific goals? Targets- water quality, carbon”  

 

1.4.1 Support Edmontonians' transition to a low carbon future in their daily 
lives. 

- “How will COE support?” 

1.4.2 Ensure Edmonton's air, land and water is safe and clean. 

- “Epcor?” 

 

Add’l comments:  
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2.0 I want to LIVE in a place that feels like home. 
- “Leverage partnerships”  
- “Where does access to affordable healthy food fall?” 
- “How do Belong & Live interact?”  
- “How do you delineate between individual health & wellbeing and the space”  
- “Healthy City Goal” 

2.1 Edmontonians feel safe and secure in their communities 
and benefit from public spaces and infrastructure that 
support health and wellbeing. 

- “Include seniors, women, youth, etc. in the problem solving process & in 
creating safe spaces”  

- “Feel safe and secure, and have access to healthy amenities and less 
exposure to unhealthy conditions” 

- “What about private sector spaces, amenities, and facilities?” 

2.1.1 Ensure that publicly accessible spaces and facilities are designed 
and maintained for the year-round safety, security and barrier-free 
accessibility of all users. 

- “City operations can commit to effective and timely repairs” 
- “Will city operations and maintenance commit to this” 
- “What is barrier-free? I’ve seen barrier free infrastructure not implemented 

well.”  
- Someone underlined “barrier-free” with a question mark  

2.1.2 Support the physical and mental health of Edmontonians by 
integrating housing, services, amenities and natural systems with active 
transportation networks.  

- “Commit to TOD” 
- “Promote the physical and mental health of Edmontonians”  
- “Healthy housing design”  
- “Healthy amenities” 
- “Too focused on transportation. TOD?” 
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2.1.3 Ensure the responsible management of contaminated sites to 
protect public health and the environment. 

- “Be transparent” 

2.1.4 Ensure that urban development occurs in an orderly and safe 
manner in relation to heavy industry, utilities and utility corridors, and oil 
and gas facilities and pipelines. 

- “Seems redundant because development wouldn’t be successful if 
affected by listed risk”  

- “Urban development occurs in orderly safe and integrated” 

2.2 Edmontonians have the ability to live locally, with access 
to diverse and affordable housing options in communities 
that support their daily needs. 

- “There are amenities and housing that are healthier and those that create 
barriers to health.”  

- “How do we delve deeper to distinguish between these?” (I think in 
reference to the intentions) 

2.2.1 Ensure compact, mixed use communities that support equitable 
access to employment, education and amenities. 

- “Mixed use affordable communities” 
- “Mixed use: definition required”  
- “Define healthy vs unhealthy vs neutral … in mixed use”  

2.2.2 Ensure diverse and affordable housing options in all neighbourhoods 
to support social equity and meet the housing needs of all Edmontonians. 

- “Needs and wants”  
- “What about NIMBY?” 
- “Social equity: holistic approach”  
- “How will you balance affordability in the ‘core’ with the economics of 

limited supply?”  
- “Diversity of housing options (style, affordability) is key.” 
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2.2.3 Ensure that walkable and attractive mixed use development occurs 
at nodes and along corridors in a manner that is integrated with accessible 
mass transit. 

- “Social equity but also interaction opportunities among diverse social 
groups?”  

- “Non-segregation of affordable and market housing, ie mixed income 
housing”  

2.3 Edmonton’s growth and development mutually benefit 
both the city and region. 

- “What regional coordination will occur to support mature neighbourhood 
growth scenarios? Need to have regional coordination to ensure 
Edmonton is attractive in region” 

- “Boundary and agricultural lands - new, healthier, more sustainable 
models of development”  

- “What incentives will be given to accommodate growth in the (more 
expensive) existing neighbourhoods?” 

- “Stop competition within the region. Unite policy”  

2.3.1 Promote opportunities to accommodate growth through the compact 
development of new and existing neighbourhoods.  

- “Promote and support”  
- “New & existing neighbourhoods? Breakdown? how/will it be limited? How 

will the market demands be included in policy?”  
- Someone circled “compact development” and wrote “what?”  
- “How? What incentives will be offered to encourage people to change & 

move to smaller spaces in the core? Majority of Canadians (& 
Edmontonians) still aspire to single-family housing. How do you change?”  

2.3.2 Ensure that growth is managed with regard to long term fiscal 
impacts and full lifecycle costs of infrastructure and services. 

- “... but also incentives and public redevelopment to encourage growth in 
existing areas.” 

- Added “amenities” to the end 

2.3.3 Promote gathering spaces for culture, sports, recreation and 
entertainment opportunities to support both formal and informal uses. 
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- “Communities should grow sequentially with infrastructure” 
- “Create critical mass for retail services” 
- “Promote multi-use gathering spaces”  
- “Ensure meaningful sequential development” 
- “Add a bullet that speaks to actively engaging with Regional partners. 

Share best practices (leverage), promote working together”  
- “Promote public, community-based gathering spaces” 

2.4 Edmonton is a leader in efficient, sustainable and 
resilient community design, development and living. 

- “Energy efficiency = carbon neutral. New & existing” 

2.4.1 Support ecological function and energy efficiency through the design 
of Edmonton’s infrastructure, buildings and neighbourhoods. 

- “COE infrastructure buildings should lead by design. Include urban 
agriculture in design”  

- “The city will ensure - not simply support” 
- “Will there be a mechanism that encourages LEED-type developments? 

Multi-family with solar panels?”  
- “Make this affordable and accessible” 
- “Stronger action words. What exactly does support mean? Lip service?”  

2.4.2 Ensure civic infrastructure and physical systems are built for 
sustainability and resiliency.  

- “And adaptation”  
- “And health & wellbeing”  
- “Develop urban ecosystems- Trees +” 
- “Make ecological function and energy efficiency a priority through…”  
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3.0 I want to opportunities to THRIVE. 

3.1 Edmontonians acknowledge and celebrate Indigenous 
heritage while honouring the diverse cultures, perspectives 
and experiences residents bring from around the world. 

- “Thrive: 3.1 is specific to one group while parts 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 refer to a 
broader diversity. All cultural groups need to be encouraged & given an 
opportunity to thrive.”  

3.1.1 Support the ability of First Nations, Metis and Inuit peoples to 
celebrate, grow and flourish. 

- “Celebrate, grow, flourish, and practice their cultures.”  

3.1.2 Support equity among the diverse communities that contribute to 
Edmonton’s sense of place, wellness and identity. 

- “Sense of place for who? Multiple perspectives” 

3.1.3 Support access to meaningful employment and a broad range of 
economic opportunities for all of Edmonton's diverse communities. 

- “Including starting businesses”  

3.2 Edmonton fosters a vibrant economy by supporting small 
business and attracting skills, talent and investment. 

- “Do we support big business too?”  
- “Big business allows for constellation of small business to grow around”  
- “Ensure support for local businesses in public facilities or in partnership 

with public initiatives.”  
- “Support local - when doing RFPs do not score $ as top criteria (local, 

sustain, etc)” 
- “Incentives? How does this happen?  
- “Offer incentives to startups & innovators to stay in Edmonton vs going to 

other cities in order to succeed.”  
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- “How will these be implemented? OK language but needs to be 
developed further in the next step. Example: taxation. How will business 
taxes be addressed to promote economic growth?”  

3.2.1 Ensure that development and public infrastructure is designed to 
support a vibrant local economy and competitive business environment. 

- “Define ‘vibrant’” 
- “Local & global economy” 
- “The zoning bylaw review will impact economic development, taxation, 

overall growth”  

3.2.2 Promote economic investment and development opportunities in 
coordination with high-quality transit. 

- (circled the word “transit”) - “connectivity” 

3.2.3 Promote the attraction and retention of a highly skilled and talented 
workforce in support of ongoing innovation, investment, and 
entrepreneurship. 

- “Can we include social enterprise?”  
- “Ensure this is part of broader regional cooperation. 
- “Should the COE be in the business of business? Should the COE 

instead concentrate on an environment which attracts entrepreneurs? 
Arts, Parks…” 

- “Need to add: reduce barriers to starting & growing a business”  

3.3 Edmontonians, entrepreneurs and investors have 
opportunities and supports to grow a diverse and resilient 
economy. 

- “Entrepreneurs/Investors -- in order to thrive in the economy, Edmonton 
needs to be connected to the world. Air links & transportation systems are 
critical and must be fostered, developed, and grown.” 

- “Incentivize this.”  

3.3.1 Support opportunity for local economic and community resilience 
through redevelopment, revitalization and renewal. 

3.3.2 Promote the continuous improvement, evolution and intensification 
of Edmonton's non-residential lands. 
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- “What is non-residential? Business? Industrial? Parkland? Licensed 
land?” 

- “Agricultural?”  
-  

3.3.3 Ensure the provision of a regional transportation system which 
attracts investment and provides access to businesses throughout the 
region. 

- “Transportation technology is innovating and advancing and the city has 
to be open to advancing with it - policy to support”  

- “Support and promote - can’t ensure something that is regional on your 
own.” 

3.4 Edmonton cultivates a diverse economy by embracing 
services and technologies responsive to the impacts of 
climate change. 

3.4.1 Support Edmontonians in building individual and community capacity 
to take action on climate change. 

- “Support how? Ensure accessibility for all” 
- Someone underlined ‘community capacity’ and wrote “!!”  

3.4.2 Support innovation and private investment in climate resilient 
industries and businesses. 

- “Define impacts on building code. Major implications on development 
industry” 

- “Will civic and institutional buildings be mandated to be green? Solar 
panels, wind power, electric school buses”  

- “How do decisions weigh? Cleantech vs AI?” 
- “Definition of climate change? 1.5°C, 155 MTE” 
- “Yes, but not at the expense of traditional industry”  
- “Yes, but support for traditional industry to transition”  
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4.0 I want ACCESS within my city. 
- “All verbs should be stronger/more defined”  
- “Access should include the region, province, country, & the world. We 

need connection outside the Edmonton bubble, too!”  

4.1 Edmonton advances equity through access to 
barrier-free spaces, facilities and transportation networks. 

- “Does this include autonomous vehicles for last km?” 
- “Improve access to International Airport” 
- “Design for most vulnerable”  
- “Missing tactic: inclusion of women, seniors, youth, people with disabilities 

and other key groups in the planning process to achieve equity.”  
- “Is equity the right word? Edmonton can look to places like Japan that has 

grown their rail network.”  

4.1.1 Support safe and inclusive transportation options for Edmontonians 
of all ages, abilities, and incomes. 

4.1.2 Ensure safety of all users in the planning and design of city 
infrastructure, networks and spaces. 

4.1.3 Ensure the accessibility of affordable services and amenities to all 
Edmontonians. 

- “Can sidewalks be used for both pedestrians and bikes? Wider sidewalks”  

4.2 Edmontonians live closer to what they need and are 
supported by walkable communities, active transportation 
networks, and greater connectivity across all travel modes. 

- “!! Why no secure bike storage/sharing at LRT stations?” 

4.2.1 Ensure that transportation investment supports urban intensification 
and diversification. 

- “Spend capital on high value projects. Focus on big moves.”  
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4.2.2 Ensure a mobility system where people can seamlessly move from 
one travel option to another to conveniently fulfill their daily needs. 

- Someone added “safely”  

4.2.3 Ensure cycling networks that serve a variety of purposes including 
recreation, commuting, transportation and fun. 

- “Add walking to bike networks (too narrow)” 
- “Multi-modal lanes (bikes, wheelchair, scooters, etc)”  

4.3 Edmonton’s transportation system connects residents 
and businesses, creating opportunities and building 
partnerships throughout the region. 

- “Good concept aspirationally, difficult to execute politically”  
- “Embrace innovative transportation networks & modes”  

4.3.1 Ensure that the transportation system enables the efficient 
movement of people and goods within the Edmonton Metropolitan Region. 

- “Smart cities” 
- “Infrastructure improvement/upgrades?”  

4.3.2 Promote regional connectivity and shared prosperity through 
coordination, communication and advocacy. 

- “Technology”  

4.4 Edmontonians benefit from improved public transit and 
high-quality active transportation networks which reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. 

- “Innovative transportation technology support”  
- “Connect to ET strategy targets now approved 1.5°C” 
- “More options, concepts, approaches available” 
- “feedback/input/support businesses (small) to make more accessible & 

safe bike storage - want to do it, don’t know where to start”  
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- “Transportation technology/innovation incorporated into systems, policy 
supporting innovative technology, innovative transportation projects 
promoting low carbon transportation and reducing GHG emissions, 
Alberta Zero Emissions Truck Electrification Collaboration (AZETEC), 
electric bus projects, ELA, alternative fuels, technology”  

4.4.1 Ensure that Edmonton's comprehensive mass transit network 
contributes to a carbon footprint reduction. 

- “Alternative fuels?” 
- “How?” 
- “One tactic, other options available, ie electric vehicles” 

4.4.2 Support a low carbon transportation system. 

- “Vehicle technology, electric vehicles/buses, autonomous”  
- “Support local purchasing - more accessible farmer’s markets”  
- “Innovative technology? Electric vehicles/ Alternative fuels? Autonomous? 

Should this be included” 
- “Support’ is too vague, open to broad interpretation”   
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5.0 I want to PRESERVE what matters most. 
- “No does not go far enough - same for all” 

5.1 Edmonton protects, expands and improves access to its 
natural systems and open spaces in support of biodiversity 
and the health and enjoyment of all Edmontonians. 

- “Expand access to natural areas. Need to be done responsibly.”  
- “Urban agriculture within river valley access development” 

5.1.1 Ensure protection, enhancement, and opportunities for access to 
open space and the river valley and ravine system. 

- “Taking a systems approach - people are a big part/influence”  

5.1.2 Promote the conservation and restoration of natural systems to 
improve ecological connectivity and reduce habitat fragmentation. 

5.2 Edmonton protects and enhances its public amenities, 
cultural and built heritage, and urban agriculture for future 
generations. 

- “Protects, supports, and enhances”  

5.2.1 Promote Edmonton’s history and encourage a sense of local identity 
by preserving and enhancing heritage resources. 

5.2.2 Ensure access to fresh, local food by enhancing opportunities for 
urban agriculture. 

- “Engage economic development in urban agriculture” 
- “Support local! RFPs that don’t prioritize cost”  
- “... and growth of local food industry through economic development” 
- “Coordinate with Fresh Strategy, Food Hub, other agencies” 
- “With agencies to help organize & support ie Edmonton Food Council”  
- “Encourage adaptive re-use of heritage buildings” 
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5.3 Edmonton maintains and invests in regionally significant 
ecological connectivity, natural assets, agricultural lands and 
infrastructure services. 

- “Regional Collaborative Strategy”  

5.3.1 Support the conservation of agricultural land to reduce its loss and 
fragmentation and contribute to economic development and food security. 

- “Promote rather than support”  

5.3.2 Ensure resource extraction activities are evaluated to mitigate risk 
and impacts to people and the natural environment. 

5.3.3 Ensure the investment in and maintenance of civic infrastructure and 
ecological assets considers full lifecycle costs and benefits. 

5.4 Edmonton's natural and physical systems provide 
security and resilience against extreme weather events and 
other environmental hazards. 

5.4.1 Ensure the safety and security of Edmonton’s water supply, food 
systems and natural ecosystems to support long term resilience to 
flooding, droughts and extreme weather events. 

- “... and urban development.” 
- “Systems approach with people”  
- “Achieve through urban agriculture/planned agriculture in urban design - 

building design for urban agriculture” 
- Someone underlined the word “ecosystems” and added a “!” 

5.4.2 Ensure rapid support to Edmontonians in times of emergency, 
disaster and crisis. 
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Additional Comments: 

- “Design buildings to integrate intentional food growth- not an afterthought. 
Also helps to reduce heat island effect/energy requirements and water 
retention” 

- “Linking food systems and security with climate resiliency & adaptation. 
- “Also needs proper, accessible education & support network” 

6.0 I want to be able to CREATE and innovate. 
- “Enable input on piloting process - input, evaluation” 

6.1 Edmonton fosters citizen leadership, capacity building 
and co-creation. 

- “Offer more incentives for innovators and start-ups to stay in Edmonton” 

6.1.1 Promote the co-creation of city-building solutions with communities 
through prototyping, partnerships and piloting. 

- “Could go further” 
- “Opportunity for private sector small business & innovators” 

6.1.2 Promote the retrofit and redevelopment of civic spaces and public 
assets to achieve more people-centered places. 

- “Do community leagues reach out to residents to bring them into the 
group” 

6.2 Edmonton is where creative spaces emerge and arts and 
culture flourish. 

6.2.1 Promote the integration of arts and culture into the fabric of the city 
and its communities. 

- “Define ‘culture” 

6.2.2 Promote a well connected, attractive and delightful city through 
beautiful architecture, animation and urban design excellence.  
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- “Yes, but need to consider fiscal considerations. Need balance”  
- “Beautiful and vibrant architecture, art, animation…”  

6.3 Edmontonians develop and invest in new ideas and 
sectors that contribute locally and are recognized globally. 

- “Need to anticipate that the city will ‘own’ big data - How to handle or use 
or share” 

- “What about attracting people? Industries?  

6.3.1 Ensure health and academic institutions are leveraged as anchors 
for innovation, entrepreneurship and creativity. 

- “Not far enough” 
- “Not just health & academic”  
- “Education tax levy? How are downtown developers contributing to core 

school funding? Greenfield developers dedicate land but downtown 
developers contribute…?” Look to Vancouver and Toronto for their 
Education tax levies 

6.3.2 Support an increasingly diverse and entrepreneurial knowledge 
economy. 

- “How?”  

6.3.3 Promote partnerships that develop regional opportunities for growth 
and investment. 

6.4 Edmonton uses its economic strength to foster 
innovation, lead new initiatives and strengthen its future 
prosperity. 

- “Big data, uses of privacy”  

6.4.1 Promote economic development opportunities which reduce reliance 
on the non-renewable energy sector while strengthening Edmonton’s 
future prosperity. 
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- “Support innovative, multi-stakeholder projects looking to transition to a 
low carbon economy - lower GHG emissions, lower carbon footprint. Ie: 
Alberta Zero Emissions Truck Electrification Collaboration (AZETEC) 
managed by AMTA 

- “Incentivize development & businesses to embrace this”  

6.4.2 Ensure Edmonton plans for climate change mitigation, adaptation 
and resilience. 

- “Prioritize instead of ensure”  
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NETWORK MAPS: FEEDBACK 

Draft Nodes and Corridors  
- (sticky on North Edmonton) “this area feels abandoned by the City.”  

Draft Green Network 
- “Where is the U.G.B.?” (urban growth boundary?) 
- “Where is urban agriculture” 

Draft City Plan Concept  
- “Plans to upgrade entrance signs!”  

Draft Non-Residential Opportunities  
- (written on South Edmonton) “GOC Research Park. ESRC (??)”  
- “NDR Free Space to protect IP rights & secure space to innovate & grow 

& protect ideas.” (IP - Indigenous Peoples?)  
- “How could we connect our Innovation Corridor with EIA? Why is space & 

brains so spread out? Ie GOC. Encourage lab space development, co-op 
partnerships eg Wet Labs” 

- “Places to stimulate creative ideas, problems via activities, culture, 
diversity of space & people supported. Unprogrammed space, co-working 
space” 

- “Innovation. Cluster & ecosystem = people talk to each other; where can 
introductions be made - social connections is key to cross-pollinate - need 
vibrant places, co-working space live/work”  

- “ Google Brainport - Switzerland - moved from incubator to accelerator” 

Draft Mass Transit Network 
- “No bus connections?”  
- “How long will it take someone from NE Edmonton to travel to work South 

via transit?”  
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Additional Comments re: Sept 17 UPC  

Activity 1 Questions:  
1. What do you hope to achieve from today’s session? 
2. What is landing with UPC? 
3. What was not landing?  

- Would like to see better refined from the high level statements.  
- How are inner core developers contributing to the education in the area - 

this is a question for mature neighbourhoods  
- Would like to see more specifics  

- the document materials are very high level - at this point there’s a 
lot of fluff 

- Environmentally we look to bylaw and policy  
- We need the policies also not to pigeonhole us in  
- At the current state, the intentions could be interpreted in different ways 

by future governments/council 
- This may leave it up to discretion of Administration too much 

- How do we ensure there’s accountability 
- It’s a problem we don’t see the social aspects on the spatial plan 

- We need clarity about the City’s intentions  

 

- How will 1.5°C change/limit be integrated?  
- Encourage energy transition strategy be integrated  
- Will have major building code impacts; consistency is key to fund & 

implement changes to reflect sustainability at 1.5°C  
- BOMA - need to address the fact buildings will be significantly impacted 

so it’s not just about environment concerns (clean water, air, land) and 
have a significant role to play.  

- Need to take a systems approach  
- Recognizing RAMP; need to address how infrastructure costs & 

optimization will be significant and huge upgrade to deal with infill 
redevelopment; who pays will matter  

- We are not the only city growing to 1 million (2 million?) - see Europe.  
- We have no APA in infill - we have no consistent mechanism to 

enable dense redevelopment  
- How does City think about sequencing of growth to support population 

growth - ∴ to be intentional  
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- Caught up/update/understand current status  
- Understand what’s still up for discussion, not wanting to take us backward  
- Overlap: Plan needs to be accessible, easy, light, and profound - hearing 

all voices 

 

- A lot of emphasis on public engagement. This is a concern at this 
moment.  

- No opportunity to explore other topics, implications  
- Thought there was a missed opportunity to hash out details, get council’s 

opinion. 
- Some details not discussed leave room for misinterpretations  
- Creates uncertainty from stakeholders  
- Council not realizing scope, scale of implications  
- What Qs didn’t they ask? 

- Very little on land use 
- No discussion on defining the “core,” “nodes and corridors,” 50% 

infill 
- Follow through or hashing out 87 bridge, similar topics 
- Information might have been too high level or overwhelming  
- What is the result of council not asking these questions  
- Are we kicking these conversations down the line to public 

hearing?  
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